
   

       

  60th Birthday Fancy Pantry Gift Hamper
 

£84.10 £75.69
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
60th Birthday Hampers are the perfect gift to send in the UK. Why
look for something extravagant when we know exactly what they
want? We have created a Hamper which represents great value for
money, is beautifully presented and has just the right amount of
personalisation. This is the ultimate 60th Birthday Hamper, tailored
for a Milestone year.

  Details
 
The name Fancy Pantry captures the essence and philosophy of the core gift products from our 60th Birthday Hamper Gift. We wanted to
design the best 60th Gift Hamper in the World and we based our chassis on the Fancy Pantry Design. When we tweaked it to be appropriate for
a 60th Birthday, it just worked. It became evident that this hamper had the necessary traditional feel to appeal to a sexagenarian. The 60th
Birthday Hamper Gift is distinctive from standard Birthday Hampers because several component parts of the gift celebrate the significance of
the occasion. A Mug, cake sleeve and a Birthday Card are all personalised with a 60, as personalisation is key in Milestone Birthdays. The
remaining elements serve their function of complementing a top quality Birthday Hamper. The underlying role of these products is to base
them in traditionality, whilst avoiding alcohol by making a specific point to centre the gift theme around Tea & Coffee. We've included Gold
Taste Award Winning Producers and kept the flavours simple. There are no unusual flavours, just standard gold taste award winning black tea
and high quality coffee bags, which will astonish. However just in case we're accused of being boring, we couldn't resist slipping in a little bottle
of Sparkling Apple Crush. Drink this chilled and we think you'll end up searching for it online. 

Additional Information
 
Contents 60th Birthday Mug Holmes Caramel Fingers 200g Holmes Honeycomb Bars 200g Holmes Chocolate

Shortbread 200g Killbeggan Original Irish Oat Cookies 200g Grahams Irish Butter Shortbread 135g Rhythm
108 Double Choco Hazlenut Sharing Bag Biscuits 135g Tregoes Toffee Waffles 260g Lily O’briens Creamy
Caramel and Sea Salt 120g Patton’s Chocolate Cake QI Organic Earl Grey Tea SD Bells 80 Tea Bags
Luscombe Sparkling Apple Crush 27cl Secotto Coffee 227g  
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